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Scene 1 
 

DOCTOR IS ONSTAGE AND MAKING SURE THAT ALL PROPS ARE IN 
PLACE. THERE IS SOME BACKGROUND MUSIC AS THE AUDIENCE COME 
IN. HE HAS A DISCREET TALK WITH TEACHER REGARDING AUDIENCE 
PARTICIPATION. DOC ASKS THE AUDIENCE TO SIT. DOC TALKS TO 
AUDIENCE - ASKS WHAT SUBJECTS THEY LIKE ETC. DOC FADES MUSIC. 

 
Doc: Ah good morning, I Dr Aalem, Senior Surgical consultant welcomes you all 

to our teaching touring hospital.   This is your introduction to the most 
marvellous biological creation “The Human body”. After today’s lecture 
you will have taken your first steps to becoming doctors.  You will 
understand how the body is put together, and why it is important to keep 
healthy. Now I will just ask the nurse to bring in the case files.  Nurse 
Roberts.. 

 
NURSE ROBERTS ENTERS.  

 
Nurse:  (wearing scrubs) asalamalakum 
 
Doc:   alakumsalam 
 
Nurse: Hello doctor here are your patients charts, we have a very busy waiting 

room. There are four patients here already. Are these your trainee 
Doctors?  Hello Boys and Girls, I hope you will learn a great deal from Dr 
Aalem, we are very lucky to have him.  

 
Doc: Thank you, now if we may move on ..... 
 
Nurse: What?  I’m not moving. 
 
Doc: If we may see the first patient? 
 
Nurse: Oh I see... see the first patient. I’ll just go and get them.. it’s the cricketer 

Well fried flowers the bird... Sorry Wilfred Flowers the Third..must get 
these Glasses checked. 

 
 NURSE ROBERTS EXITS AND CHANGES COSTUME TO WILFRED FLOWERS 

THE THIRD. 
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Doc: Well now that he’s gone-on to the first patient. Wilfred is constantly 
here, He has broken his head bone, shoulder bone, elbow, pelvis, ankle, 
big toe, little toe… Actually has anyone here ever broken any bones 
before?  
 
(Asks three children how they broke their bones if no reply or no 
response then, tell the story of how Wilfred broke his shoulder by hitting 
the ball too hard. Instead of getting a six he got a ten.)  
 
You know what? This Wilfred has broken his head bone, his shoulder 
bones, his knee bones and his toe bones! Heads shoulders knees and 
toes. 
 
Starts singing…heads shoulders knees and toes  

 
WILFRED ENTERS WITH CRICKET BAT AS CRUTCH. WOOLLY JUMPER AS 
A SLING. BANDAGE ON MOUTH AND OTHER ARM. WEARING 
SPONSORED CRICKET CAP. 

 
Wilfred:  (MUMBLES IN PAIN) Mmmm… mmmm… 
 
Doc:   Hello Mr. Flowers how are you today?  
 
Wilfred:  (MUMBLES IN PAIN) Mmmm… mmmm… 
 
Doc:  Oh sorry, let me help you. Why don’t you sit down, there you are. Let’s 

remove these bandages (REMOVES BANDAGES AND PERSONAL PROPS) 
So how are you? How’s this? (PRODS HEAD) 
And this?  (PRODS SHOULDER)  And this? (PRODS KNEE). 
 
 AS HE DOES THESE PRODS THE PATIENT MAKES THE NOISES “OO” “AH “ 
“EE” AS IF TO REACT TO THE EXAMINATION 
 
 That means all your broken bones are healing. 

 
Wilfred:  So doctor, how many bones did I break this time? 
 
Doc: Well if you look at this diagram, of the skeleton over here… oh sorry… 

well there are 206 bones in the human body; up here we have the skull, 
backbone and ribs. The arm bones connect to the shoulder bone and the 
leg bone connects to the pelvis here and here. This here is the largest 
bone in the body, here are some of the smallest. (INDICATES EAR) 

 
Wilfred: We have bones in our ears?  
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Doc:   Yes of course we do. We have 6 very tiny bones in our ears. 
 
Wilfred: Well since I keep breaking them all the time, could I maybe, not have 

bones? 
 
Doc:  WHAT! If you didn’t have bones you wouldn’t be able to stand up! For 

their weight bones are as strong as steel, so without that amount of 
strength you wouldn’t be able to stand up let alone play sport, and they 
protect all your vital organs like your heart and your lungs. Not to 
mention your kidneys, your liver, your stomach… 

 
Wilfred: Stop, stop I’m feeling a little unwell, and that’s not cricket. I have to say 

these bones sound amazing allowing me to move and bend. Bendy bones 
bendy bones 

 
Doc: Actually you’ll find that bones don’t bend. 
 
Wilfred: Howzat!! sorry how is that? 
 
Doc:  Look at the skeleton. 
 
Wilfred:  That’s a scary skeleton. Why would I look at it? 
 
Doc:  Now, if we take your arm. 
 
Wilfred:  You’re not taking my arm! 
 
Doc: No, Mr Flowers look. Here is the arm and if we examine the arm we find 

that the bones do not bend. Can we all see that? (Audience responds)  
 
Wilfred: So we have two hundred and SIX bones in the body, they give us a 

framework, protect us and don’t bend. I just have one question. How can 
we move and how do we move? 

 
Doc:  That’s two questions actually. Well Mr Flowers it’s all a matter of 

flexibility… Can I have a volunteer please? Ah you’ll do, what’s your 
name?  

 
Vol:   xxxxx 
 
Doc:  Dr xxx if I could ask you for a consult? Could you walk up and down for 

us?  
  Have volunteer walk across stage and return to original position 
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Wilfred: See like me they can move so how is that possible? xxxx can you move 

your arms? Can you move your legs? Can you move your jaw? Stand on 
one foot?  

 
Doc:  Stand on my foot.??? 
 
Wilfred: Stand on your foot? Alright.  
 
Doc: Ow! Anyway Dr xxxx is like you because they have something in their 

bodies called joints. Thank you very much Dr you can sit down again now.  
 
  If no volunteer then Doc will ask Wilfred to walk with the commentary  
Doc: very good Wilfred as we can see there is bending here and here .this 

part of your body is called a joint. You can stop walking now. Stop 
walking. Stop. Thank you. 

 
  You see, we all have around 400 joints in our bodies. A joint is any part of  
  the skeleton where two or more bones join together. There are hinge  
  joints and ball and socket joints. Hinge joints only move in one direction,  
  like these in our elbows. But ball and socket joints, like these in our  
  shoulders, move all the way round. Look, here on the skeleton is a hinge  
  joint, and here is a ball and socket. Some are big enough and strong  
  enough to take the weight of the whole body. 
 
Wilfred: I know how these work, we have to do joint warm ups for batting 

practice I know, I could show all you Doctors how to do a joint warm up, 
which will help with joint safety. Is that alright with you Doctor? 

 
Doc: I think that is a great idea. If everyone could do as Wilfred asks. 
   

WILFRED GETS THE AUDIENCE TO DO A JOINT WARM UP BY TAKING 
THEM THROUGH HINGE JOINTS IN THEIR FINGERS AND ELBOWS. ALSO 
BALL AND SOCKET JOINTS IN THE SHOULDER AND HIP. 

  If you think there will be no child participation then the Doc will learn  
  the warm up from Wilfred with these lines. 
 
Doc:  yes so you are going to teach me a Joint warm up. Don’t go too fast I 

don’t want to look silly now. I am a doctor after all. 
 
 
Doc:  That’s very good but the part you are forgetting is that bones can’t move 

on their own - they have help from muscles. If we didn’t have muscles we 
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wouldn’t be able to move. We need almost 200 hundred muscles to take 
just one step. 

 
Wilfred:  (bowling run up) 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000 muscles.  
 
Doc: Actually there are only 650 muscles in the human body; these give us 

strength and control.. Muscles work in pairs and only work by pulling. If 
we take a look at this model...Here are the bones and these pinkish 
things are the muscles.  Now, if we pull on this muscle here, the bone 
goes up. But if we pull on this muscle  here it goes back down. 

 
Wilfred:  (DEMONSTRATES TO AUDIENCE) Can everyone feel what the doc is 

talking about? The two muscles working together? Arm goes up, when 
the muscle tightens, arm goes down, when that muscle tightens (REPEAT 
DEMONSTRATION)  

 
 
Doc:  So it’s our muscles contracting, or getting shorter, that pulls on the bone.  
 
Wilfred: This is what enables our bodies to move. I’ve remembered that. 
 
Doc: Now these parts here, that connect the muscle to the bone, are called 

Tendons 
 
Wilfred:   Ten dons? You only have ten? I thought there were 650 muscles. This is 

confusing. 
 
Doc: There are many tendons in the body and tendons attach our muscles to 

our bones. So if we feel in our arms here, (INDICATES OPPOSITE SIDE OF 
ELBOW) you should be able to feel a tendon moving as you move your 
arm. Could we all try this please doctors?  

  
 Everyone does demo 
 
 So its muscles and bones that allow us to move. Muscles allow other 

processes in the body too, such as digestion - and one of the biggest 
muscles in your body is the heart, which we doctors shall discuss later.  
Well Mr Flowers after that thorough examination everything seems to be 
healing nicely, but you seem to get injured frequently. So I suggest you 
drink lots of milk. Milk has calcium in it, and bones, just like us, are living 
things and Calcium helps bones grow and be strong. So, here is plenty of 
milk for you. 

  Hands him milk 
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Wilfred: Thank you Doctor. Hopefully it will be a long time before I’m back. 
 Naveed.. Naveed pass the ball (EXITS STAGE AND CHANGES INTO ROAM 

ZEGLOBE) Naveed where is that ball.(MAKES LOUD NOISE TO SIMULATE 
INJURY) Nurse I think I’ll need another appointment... 

 
 
Doc:  Not Again.  Doctors, we have learnt a lot of brand new medical terms 

with Mr. Flowers. So let’s go over them. Can you repeat these terms back 
to me clearly and loudly (USES FLAT WITH DESCRIPTIVE BIOLOGICAL 
TERMS ON IT. READS TERM OUT LOUD THEN GESTURES TO AUDIENCE 
TO REPEAT BACK TO HIM USING THE FOLLOWING TERMS) BONES, 
JOINTS, MUSCLES, and TENDONS. Excellent work doctors, lets prepare for 
our next patient.  
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Scene 2 

 
ROAM ZEGLOBE ENTERS WEARING A SHIRT AND TIE. HE HAS A BRIEFCASE AND 
A FEW MOBILE PHONES AS IS TALKING TO MANY OF HIS CUSTOMERS 

 
Roam:   Buy, buy, sell, sell, buy, sell, buy, sell, buy, sell, buy, sell, (AS SAYING 

 THESE LINES ROAM IS BECOMING TIRED STARTS TO YAWN THEN 
 DIRECTS THE LAST TWO WORDS TO THE DOCTOR.)  bye bye,  

 
Doc:   Good heavens!  Let’s get you up off the floor shall we. 
 
Roam:  Sell sell sell sell sell sell sell sell sell 
 
Doc:    Calm down, now if you could just take a seat. Now then, its Roam 

 Zeglobe isn’t it? 
 
Roam:   NO. Roam Zeglobe business man, not Roam Zeglobe isn’t it. 
 
Doc:   Your name – Roam Zeglobe 
 
Roam:   Yes as I sell my products around the globe. From phones to Cones, from 

 suites to treats from tops to flip flops. Not my best seller. 
 
Doc:   What seems to be the trouble Mr. Zeglobe? 
 
Roam:   Trouble? well every time I try to go to make a deal, as soon as I leave my 

 office I get tired too quickly. I sweat, my face turns red and I start to have 
 a really bad cough! 

 
Doc:  Mmm. Interesting. Let's examine you. Now I’m going to have to take your 

 pulse, but first I’ll show these doctors the procedure. The pulse, or the 
 speed of the blood flowing around the body, can feel be measured if you 
 place your fingers on your wrist in line with your thumb, can everyone do 
 that?  Teachers, can you help the junior doctors please? Is anyone having 
 trouble? It’s just next to this little bone here. (INDICATES WRIST). Yes 
 you’ve got it. Counting the number of beats in a minute will give you your 
 pulse rate. (MAKING SURE ALL THE AUDIENCE CAN DO THIS. ASK 
 TEACHERS TO HELP) A volunteer please to take Mr. Zeglobe’s pulse? 

 
IF no volunteer then doc: 
Doc:  Hold on he might be contagious I better do this 
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Roam:  Please place your fingers here if you would be so kind and count out loud, 

the beats that you feel! 
 
Vol/doc 1.2.3.4. etc (DOCTOR TIMES ON HIS WATCH)  
  
Doc: Thank you doctor. Can we have a round of applause? You can sit back 

down again. Well Mr. Zeglobe that is a little fast, tell me what is your diet 
like 

 
Roam:  Who likes diets? 
 
Doc:   NO! not that you like diets but what do you eat? 
 
Roam:   Well I am always going around ze globe and I always get to the airport 

 with very little time so I only eat what’s quick, and what’s quicker than 
 Fast food. 

 
Doc:  All you eat is fast food. What about salad? Or vegetables?.. this is bad! 

 How often do you go to deals? 
 
Roam:    All the time. I wake up, sit down, read paper, walk to taxi, sit down, read 

 paper ,walk to lounge, sit down, read paper, go to plane, sit down read 
 paper, fly to deal, sit down read paper, sit down at deal, deal done.  

 
Doc:   Well I can tell you why you are not feeling well (SETS BOX OF PROPS) 
 
Roam:  Ah a good explanation is what I am requiring at this moment in time so if 

 you would be so kind doctor. Time is money. 
 
 DURING THIS EXPLANATION THE DOCTOR WILL HAND THE PROPS TO ROAM 
 
 
Doc:  Your heart (POINTS OUT HEART POSITION WITH LASER POINTER) is a 

 large organ made of muscle which pumps the blood around the body. 
 The blood, travels through a network of tubes called arteries and veins. 
 The movement of blood around the body does lots of really important 
 things.  It carries oxygen from the lungs (POINTS OUT POSITION OF 
 LUNGS) through the arteries to every single part of the body. This oxygen 
 rich blood is a bright red colour. (PULLS OUT BOTTLE THAT IS A BRIGHT 
 RED COLOUR AND GIVES IT TO ROAM) Once it has given up it’s oxygen, it 
 becomes a dark reddish/purple colour (PULLS OUT BOTTLE THAT IS  
 REDDISH PURPLE IN COLOUR AND GIVES IT TO ROAM) and returns to 
 the lungs, where it can get rid of the carbon dioxide the body has 
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 produced and pick up more oxygen. (ROAM PUTS BOTTLES AWAY) 
  Blood also carries nutrients or food around the body. It picks up the food 

 from the guts (POINTS TO AREA ON BODY) and takes it to the parts of 
 the body that need it. 
 As well as all of this, the blood also removes waste products, damaged 
 and dead bits,(HANDS ROAM A PROP BONE) chemicals (HANDS ROAM A 
 GREEN BOTTLE) and spare water (HANDS ROAM A BOTTLE OF WATER. 
 THEN ROAM DISCARDS ALL OF THESE BACK INTO THE BOX). 
 

Roam:   I understand, but how does this does help with me not feeling well. 
 
Doc:  When we  took your pulse and heart rate, I noticed something. You have 

 a problem with your rhythm! 
 
Roam:  No I do not watch this! [gag da, da, da, da, da, dum dum] 
 
Doc:  Yes, yes, Well an adult body contains five or six liters of blood[pulls out 

 from behind table large plastic bottle of colored water] and this blood 
 goes right round the body in a few minutes, taking the, something 
 beginning with O. 

 
Roam:  Orangutan, Oranges I sell them. Oslo, otters, don’t sell them . 
 
Doc:  Oxygen. Oxygen and nutrients are taken to the parts of the body so that 

 you have enough energy to move. You need a steady heartbeat and 
 blood flow for that to happen, but your heart is doing something like this, 
 [crazy rhythm] when it should be doing something like this da dunk da 
 dunk .  

 
  Doctors, can you point to where your heart is?(pause). It’s about here can 
 you all show me? 

 
Roam:   Now, you say it is the heart that moves the blood around the body,  
  correct? 
 
Doc:   Yes, (GESTURES ROAM TO GO OFFSTAGE). If you could just go behind the 

 curtain, off you go (ROAM EXITS PUTS ON PROP HEART) and get your 
 heart ready for an examination. I’ll show you what I mean. Now doctors, 
 we are about to take an in-depth look at the human heart, or the engine 
 of the body. 

 
Roam:  Hello 
 Appears on stage with heart prop on 
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Doc:       Here we have a close up look at your heart. 
 
Roam:    It’s amazing we all have something like this inside us. 
 
Doc:   Well not as big as this but yes, here we have the right atrium and the 

 right ventricle, here is the left atrium and the left ventricle.(INDICATES 
 ON MODEL) They are that way around as if you could look down on your 
 own heart that’s what you see. Right side ventricle atrium, left side 
 ventricle atrium (INDICATES ON MODEL).  Now blood without oxygen, a 
 purple reddish colour, enters here (PRESSES REMOTES ACTIVATES LED) 
 the atrium.  It collects here and is held in place by this valve (INDICATES 
 MODEL) then moves to the ventricle (LED) then is pumped to the lungs. 

 
Doc:  Not quite (LED) Blood from the lungs, a nice rich red colour, enters the 

 left atrium. (LED) Again held by a valve. Then is passed in the ventricle 
 (LED) to be pumped right round the body taking the oxygen and food bits 
 with it.  Here is what a healthy heart does.(LED)  Let’s just look at this.  
 It’s this movement of the heart that causes our heartbeat. 

 
Roam:  And the opposite on this side 
 Play the LED to operate on opposite side 
 
Roam:   And our pulse. 
 
Doc:  Yes, now if you have too much fat and salt in your diet then the blood 

 can’t get round your body as well and your heart has to pump faster.  
 Over a period of time this will damage your heart. 

 
Roam:  Damage my heart. Have I done damage? What? tell me what this means? 
 
Doc:   A damaged heart messes up your circulation. 
 
Roam:  And we all need good circulation to keep us moving and healthy? 
 
Doc:   Yes, exercise helps us to have good circulation but we need to fix the 

 heart rate.  Now Mr. Zeglobe, we are going to reset your heart rate with 
 the help of these doctors.   

 
Roam:  Ooh I am getting pretty scared. 
 
Doc:  You’ll be fine. So doctors when I flash this hand you shout Da, let’s try, 

 you to Mr. Zeglobe (DOES ACTION TO GET VERBAL RESPONSE) and when 
 I flash this hand you shout dunk.  Let’s try that (DOES ACTION TO GET 
 VERBAL RESPONSE). So when I do both together (AUDIENCE SHOUT DA-
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 DUNK A FEW TIMES. ROAM INDICATES HE IS FEELING BETTER) 
 
If no help from audience then doctor and patient do this on themselves 
 
 
Roam:   Doctor I feel much better. 
  
Doc:   Now some exercise some dancing is a good form of exercise (comic  
  dance). Well Mr. Zeglobe, you’re cured for now, but we should probably  
  check up on you every 2 weeks just to check your heart is da-dunking or  
  beating properly. But you are free to do your deals as long as you   
  exercise and don’t eat as much unhealthy food. 
 
Roam:  I’m off to do my business in the gym or salad bar. I’m going to open salad 

 bars in gyms… think of the money! I could call it...let-us get you healthy! 
 Thank you. But if you ever want to buy a new lab-coat you can give me a 
 call. 

 Zeglobe exits stage to change into Star 
 
Doc:  Well doctors, Mr. Zeglobe was certainly an interesting case. We are 

 advancing through these cases at quite a fast rate. So let’s go over these 
 brand new medical terms. You know what to do, repeat them back to me 
 really clearly –(TURNS TO FLAT WITH DESCRIPTIVE BIOLOGICAL TERMS 
 ON IT. READS TERM OUT LOUD THEN GESTURES TO AUDIENCE TO 
 REPEAT BACK TO HIM USING THE FOLLOWING TERMS ) BLOOD, HEART, 
 ARTERIES, ATRIUM, VENTRICLE, VEINS, and CIRCULATION! Excellent work 
 doctors, time for our next patient. 
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Scene 3 

 
DOCTOR CHECKS NOTES. ALSO TO ALLOW COSTUME CHANGE ASKS 
AUDIENCE WHAT FOODS THEY EAT. FOOTBALL STAR ENTERS BRINGING 
IN SPONGE BALL. 
 

Doc: Now our next patient is a skootmaller, em gootcaller.. I can’t read my 
own writing sometimes… ah a footballer. 

 
Star: Passed 1. Passed 2. Drops the shoulder, scores and the Emirates have 

won the gulf Arab States again! 
 Doc to look star struck when Star appears 
 
Doc: Oh Mr. Abu khater Messi Talyani Ronaldo, it’s such an honor to have you 

here, it really is. Before we get started, would you mind giving the 
doctors here a quick display? 

 
Star: I don’t think I can.. 
 
Doc: I’m sure everyone here would love to see it. Would you? (AUDIENCE 

REPLY). 
 
Star: Well since I’m here and I like taking free kicks.  
 
 RUNS UP TO BALL AS STAR GETS TO BALL HE STARTS WHEEZING AND 

JUST MANAGES TO TAP BALL OFFSTAGE. STAR THEN STRUGGLES BACK 
TO HIS SEAT. 

 
Doc:  Are you alright? What happened? 
 
Star:  I can’t seem to run anymore. 
 
Doc:   You didn’t even run then. How long has this been going on? 
 
Star: The international selection was 3 weeks ago. (Star starts to reminisce) It’s 

the final day of my trial for the National team. It’s two minutes into extra 
time, there I am on the half-way line, waiting for the long ball, I’m just 
waiting. Suddenly I started wheezing, I could hardly breathe. The 
defender passed me the ball and (collapses) I fell to the ground. 
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Doc: It sounds like you’re having some difficulty with your breathing. We 
breathe to take in air because our bodies need the gas called oxygen. 
Without oxygen the body cannot turn food into energy - that is probably 
why you collapsed. Tell me how often do you practice? 

 
Star: I don’t need to practice. I have natural talent 
 
Doc: No, but you have to train 
 
Star: Footballers only play they never train. 
 
Doc: You’ve said you’re having some trouble with shortness of breath. I’m 

going to do a test which will measure the strength of your breathing… 
(DOCTOR GETS PEAK FLOW METER). Now I need you to take a deep 
breath, then put the tube inside your mouth and breath out as quickly 
and as powerfully as you can. 

 
STAR BREATHES INTO PEAK FLOW METER. DOCTOR LOOKS AT RESULT. 

 
Let’s have a look and see what you got.  You scored, just 100 litres. For an 
adult that it very low indeed, it should be around 500. That means you’re 
not getting enough air into your lungs. I think probably anyone in the 
room could get a better than that score. 

 
Star:  I’ll need 2 volunteers… Thank you. A quick photo opportunity.  
 

DOCTOR ASKS VOLUNTEERS TO REPEAT TEST WITH STARS HELP. 
CONGRATULATES THEM ON GOOD LUNG CAPACITY. 

  
If no Volunteer then we would these lines 
 
Doc:  Actually let me show you what I mean. I’ll do the test and you can see 

what you should be getting if you were getting enough air into your 
lungs 

 
Star: Can we have a round of applause for our great volunteers. You can take 

your seats again. Thanks for your help Doctors. I never knew breathing 
had a technique. 

  
Doc: To show you what you’re doing, let’s take a closer look at your 

respiratory or breathing system (REFERING TO DIAGRAM ON FLAT. AS 
DESCRIPTION IS BEING GIVEN BY DOCTOR, STAR IS DOING GESTURES TO 
SHOW WHERE AND HOW THESE PROCESSES ARE BEING DONE). When 
(VOLUNTEER’S NAME) took a breath the diaphragm pulled down 
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allowing the lungs to expand. This allowed air into the lungs - these large 
cone-shaped things here. The air travels down the windpipe which is in 
the neck and enters the body from the nose and mouth.. 

 
 Inside the lungs there are lots of thin air tubes called bronchiole which 

branch out becoming even thinner than hairs. At the end of these tiny 
tubes there are tiny bubble-like tissues called alveoli. This is where 
oxygen from the air passes into the blood to be carried back to the heart 
then pumped all around the body. At the same time, waste gas from the 
blood, called carbon dioxide, travels back out into the air tubes and is 
blown out by the lungs when (VOLUNTEERS NAME) breathes out. 

Star:  Like a substitution…oxygen in carbon dioxide out. 
 
 
Doc: Now from your results we can see that you’re not getting enough air or 

enough oxygen into your lungs or bloodstream. This is because you’ve 
stopped taking regular exercise by not training. 

 
Star:   What do you mean doctor?  I only see players playing not training. 
 
Doc: All good players train. Let me explain. Imagine this sponge ball is like one 

of your lungs. When you breathe, it’s like this… (GENTLE SQUEEZE ON 
SPONGE BALL). The lungs are barely moving and not really filling up with 
air properly. But when (VOLUNTEERS NAME) breathes, it’s more like 
this… (BIG SQUEEZE ON SPONGE BALL)  

 
  Their lungs fill up with lots of air, giving them lots of oxygen and   
  therefore loads of energy. If you want your lungs to work like this. (BIG  
  SQUEEZE ON SPONGE BALL) then you need to exercise the muscle  
  that controls your breathing – your diaphragm. With more regular  
  exercise, like any muscle, your diaphragm will work better and faster.  
  Making your lungs expand and contract better and faster, allowing more  
  oxygen into the body. 
 
Star:  So I’ll have more energy, and I’ll be a better player. 
 
Doc: Yes.  
 
Star:   Since I’m cured doctor would you like to help me train? 
 
Doc: This is a touring hospital not a football pitch… well since no one is 

watching. 
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Star: For the tournament… Goal… here comes another Gulf Arab States 
trophy! 

 
STAR PLAYS HIS WAY OFF STAGE AND CHANGES INTO CHEF’S COSTUME 

 
Doc: Exercise always helps. 

Right doctors you should know the task by now. Let’s go over these new 
terms ( DOCTOR USES FLAT TO SHOW MEDICAL TERMS TO BE REPEATED 
BACK TO HIM) LUNGS, BRONCHIOLE, ALVEOLI, DIAPHRAGM, 
RESPIRATION. Thank you, well done! 

  
 
 OFFSTAGE CHEF MAKES NOISE IN THE FORM OF ASKING IF THE DOCTOR 

IS READY TO SEE HIM AS HIS STOMACH IN NOW REALLY SORE. ETC. 
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SCENE 4 
 
Doc:   Next please.  Abdullah Abu Noor. Hello Mr. Abdullah Abu Noor 
 
  CHEF ENTERS TALKING INTO MOBILE PHONE 
 
Chef: No its tartar sauce not ta ta sauce, I’m not saying goodbye to the 

sauce..Put it on the squid, the squid..No Put the sauce on the squid.. 
Don’t put a lid on the sauce…ooowww. (BENDS OVER IN PAIN) 
(DIRECTED TO DOC) You said I would be better by now. I can’t phone 
through any of my recipes as I still have this pain in my stomach. 

 
Doc: Well let’s examine you… (LISTENS TO STOMACH USING PROP 

SETHOSCOPE) Now Mr. Abu NoorI want to take your blood pressure so if 
you just pop out your arm… (AS BLOOD PRESSURE IS TAKEN CHEF GETS 
PHYSICALLY BIGGER AS IF BEING INFLATED BUT STOPS AS HAS BAD 
STOMACH PAIN).. Now your pulse. Doctors where should I look for the 
Pulse? 

 
If no response then look at the charts then say out loud where to look 
Doc: ah the bone in the wrist near the tendon. 
  
 (TAKES CHEF’S PULSE) 

After all that I have come to the conclusion that it’s not a virus so it must 
be something you have eaten in the last 36 hours 

 
Chef:  What do you mean? 
 
Doc:   Well you cook food all day but what do you cook for yourself? 
 
Chef: Well since I cook all day I don’t cook for myself, I just have some of this 

meal, some of that meal as I taste them to make sure they taste amazing 
for my customers. I have very little time. 

 
Doc:  Alright, what do you have for breakfast? 
 
Chef: Chicken sausages, baked beans, oatmeal, croissants, omelets, jalapenos, 

salmon, fish, rice, hummus, pita bread, shrimp and toast and to drink I 
have lemon and mint and some orange juice and some water. 

 
Doc:  And for lunch? 
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Chef: Chicken sausages, baked beans, oatmeal, croissants, omelets, jalapenos, 
salmon, fish, rice, hummus, pita bread, shrimpand toast and to drink I 
have lemon and mint and some orange juice and some water. 

 
Doc:  Stop, and for dinner? Don’t tell me Chicken sausages, , baked beans, 

oatmeal, croissants, omelets, jalapenos, salmon, fish, rice, hummus, pita 
bread, shrimpand toast and to drink I have lemon and mint and some 
orange juice and some water. 

 
Chef:  No. 
 
Doc:   Very good. 
 
Chef:  I don’t like hummus in the evening. 
 
Doc:  Now I know what the problem is. You’re having too many different foods 

at different times. You need a varied diet eaten at regular times. You 
can’t eat all those things 3 times a day 

 
Chef:  But they all taste so nice. I like to try lots of food I want to be the best 

chef in the world. It’s all about taste and texture and flavor. 
 
Doc: Let’s have a look at the journey food takes through your body and why 

you need a varied and balanced diet (POINTS TO ILLUSTRATION ON 
FLAT). 

 
 DURING THE FOLLOWING SPEECH THE CHEF MIMICS THE ACTIONS AND 

LOCATIONS OF THE ORGANS AND THE PROCESS OF DIGESTION.  
 

Food supplies your body with energy and the raw materials for growth 
and repair, but before the body can use food, it has to be digested, or 
broken down. This is the job of the digestive system.(LASER POINTS AREA 
ON FLAT) The digestive system starts at the mouth (INDICATES) where 
food is chewed and swallowed, then down the Oesophagus here, 
(INDICATES) and into the stomach.(INDICATES) The stomach squashes 
the food and releases acids and juices called enzymes which breakdown 
the food into thick mush. After a couple of hours, mush oozes into the 
intestines, (INDICATES) first the small intestine, then the large intestine, 
which altogether are about 6 or 7 meters long. Nutrients are absorbed 
through the lining of the intestines, directly into the bloodstream, to be 
carried to where nutrients are needed. Shall we examine a digestive 
system in a bit more detail? 
 

Chef:  What do you mean? 
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Doc:  I’m going to need some help with this. OK could the whole front row 

stand up and take 2 steps forward, turn round, and wave at your class. 
 

DOCTOR AND CHEF THEN FEED DIGESTIVE TRACK OUT OF 
BOX/HOSEREEL ALONG THE LINE OF CHILDREN SO THEY ARE ALL 
HOLDING A LITTLE BIT OF IT. AS EACH SECTION COMES OUT, THE 
DOCTOR TELLS THE AUDIENCE WHAT IT IS.  
 
First we start with the mouth (MOVING THE PROP INTO POSITION) then 
we take the Oesophagus… down to the stomach… then here comes the 
small intestine, and some more small intestine and some more small 
intestine, then the large intestine. 
 

Chef: All of this is inside me? How does it all fit in? 
 
Doc:  It’s packed really well. Now we’re going to put some food into the mouth 

and with my fellow doctors help we will follow the journey of food 
through the body once more.  So when Mr. Abdullah Abu Noortaps you 
on the shoulder (CHEF DEMONSTRATES AND ISSUES VERBAL 
INSTRUCTION “START SQUEEZING”) I need you to start squeezing very 
lightly on the tube - this shows how our muscles break up the food and 
move it along. When he taps you on the other shoulder (CHEF 
DEMONSTRATES AGAIN AND ISSUES THE VERBAL INSTRUCTION “STOP 
SQUEEZING”) - stop squeezing. 

 
 If no children volunteers at this point then the cast ask the teachers to 
be involved and do the best they can with 1 teacher holding the mouth 
and stomach and another teacher holding part of the intestine.  
Ladies and gentleman welcome to the digestive tract. Today, the 
strawberry is being digested now it is chewed here, in the mouth… after 
only ten seconds it enters the food pipe, or Oesophagus, heading for the 
stomach. After 3 hours of getting squashed in the stomach and attacked 
by acid and enzymes, the food turns to mush and oozes into the small 
intestine. This is where all the nutrients get absorbed, through the walls 
of the intestines. Six hours after swallowing, the mush is half way along. 
Twenty hours after swallowing, most of the digestion has taken place. 
What’s left of the mush now reaches the large intestine. Stop. This is 
where your stomach pain is. 

 
 
Chef:  This large intestine, why is it so sore? 
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Doc: This part of your digestive system is causing all the pain. First let’s have a 
round of applause for our volunteers. Thank you, you can take your seats 
again. 

  VOLUNTEERS SIT DOWN  
 
Doc:  It’s causing you pain because you have not eaten enough fibre. So all the 

food has got stuck and is causing you pain. You’ll find that the body needs 
a balanced diet to work properly. You need carbohydrates like rice, pasta 
and bread for energy. Proteins such as eggs, meat and fish to grow big 
and have strong muscles. Fruit and vegetables provide vitamins and 
minerals which fight disease and keep us healthy. And we need fiber, like 
whole meal bread and beans too. Finally you need some fats like cheese 
or olive oil, but just a small amount. All of this is a balanced healthy diet.  

   
 
Chef:  So if I have a balanced diet and eat at regular times then I won’t get 

stomach pains 
 
Doc:  No pain  
 
Chef:  Which means I can cook…. all the time. 
 
Doc:  If you want to? 
 
Chef:  Get me some fibre and the rest of the food groups! There is going to be a 

healthy balanced banquet today. Thank you. 
 
 CHEF EXITS AND CHANGES BACK INTO NURSES COSTUME 
 
 
Doc: Well that was our last case so the final set of words are.(USES ROLADEX 

TO SHOW AUDIENCE MEDICAL TERMS) Oesophagus, Stomach, 
intestines, digestion. 

   
Doc: Now my trainee doctors you have seen a variety of cases today, and from 

those we have taken a magnificent journey round the human body. You 
should now know a lot more about the body and how it is built. Go 
forward into medicine and science as without you, who’s going to look 
after me?  

 
Nurse: Hello doctors. That is the clinic closed. I hope you have learned many 

things today  
 
Doctor: They certainly have. 
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SEE SELECTION OF QUESTIONS AND USE A CROSS SELECTION 
DETERMINED BY AGE AND ABILITY. 
 

Nurse: Well let’s see here are a few questions. 
 

Question 1 
Question 2 
Question 3 
By a show of hands who agrees with this statement. 
 

Doctor: Since we have asked you all some testing questions, does anyone have  
  any questions that they would like to ask myself or Nurse Roberts?  
  Anything about what we have covered today…. 
 
  TAKE AS MANY QUESTIONS AS TIME ALLOWS   

   
Nurse:  I’m afraid that really is the close of the clinic and you have been fantastic  
  doctors today and deserve and round of applause! 

 
CAST APPLAUD AUDIENCE AND THEN LET TEACHERS KNOW THE SHOW 
IS FINISHED. 

 
Thank you 
 
END. 

 
 
 
 


